
State Vs. Vijay @ Kanjar
FIR No. 216/2020
PS GTB Enclave

U/s 454/411/380/34 IPC
23.09.2020

An application for bail is filed on behalf of applicant / accused Vijay @ Kanjar

Present:- Mr. Ritender Singh, Ld. APP for State.(On WebEx)
Mr. Ashok Kumar, Ld. Counsel for applicant. (On WebEx)
IO ASI Avdesh in person. ( on Webex)

Court proceedings have been conducted through video conferencing,

CISCO Webex interface.

IO has already filed reply to the bail application. Copy already supplied.

Heard. Record perused. 

Considering the overall  facts and circumstances of the case and the

gravity and nature of the offences and the manner of commission of the offence and

that  accused  is  habitual  offender  involved  in  several  other  cases,  therefore,  no

ground for grant of bail is made out. Accordingly, the application for grant of bail of

accused Vijay @ Kanjar is dismissed.

Copy of order be uploaded and sent to all as per circular no. 2204-2221/D

& S J, Shahdara/KKD/ Delhi dated 20.04.2020.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020

Certificate:

The proceedings are conducted through Video-conferencing CISCO Webex interface.
Audio as well as video was clear throughout the proceedings and the connectivity
was also proper throughout the proceedings.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020



State Vs. Arun Kumar
E-FIR No. 000485/2020

PS GTB Enclave
U/s 379/34 IPC

23.09.2020

An application for bail is filed on behalf of applicant / accused Arun Kumar

Present:- Mr. Ritender Singh, Ld. APP for State.(On WebEx)
Mr. Mukesh Panchal, Ld. Counsel for applicant. (On WebEx)
IO HC Ashok in person. (On WebEx)

Court proceedings have been conducted through video conferencing,

CISCO Webex interface.

IO has already filed reply to the bail application. Copy already supplied.

Heard. Record perused. 

As per report of IO, in the present FIR, accused is Rishab Gupta @ Sonu

and not applicant Arun Kumar and accused Arun Kumar was not arrested in the present

FIR.  Accordingly,  application  for  bail  is  not  maintainable  and  dismissed  as  not

maintainable. 

Copy of order be uploaded and sent to all as per circular no. 2204-2221/D

& S J, Shahdara/KKD/ Delhi dated 20.04.2020.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020

Certificate:

The proceedings are conducted through Video-conferencing CISCO Webex interface.
Audio as well as video was clear throughout the proceedings and the connectivity
was also proper throughout the proceedings.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020



State Vs. Arjun 
FIR No. 266/2020
PS GTB Enclave
U/s 380/411 IPC

23.09.2020

An application for bail is filed on behalf of applicant / accused Arjun @ Pappu

Present:- Mr. Ritender Singh, Ld. APP for State.(On WebEx)
Ms. Payal Gupta, Ld. LAC for applicant. (On WebEx)
IO HC Ashok in person. (On WebEx)

Court proceedings have been conducted through video conferencing,

CISCO Webex interface.

IO has already filed reply to the bail application. Copy already supplied.

Heard. Record perused. 

Considering the overall facts and circumstances of the case and that

accused  is  no  more  required  for  the  custodial  interrogation  and  that  no  further

recovery is to be effected from the accused and accused is in JC since 10.08.2020,

so this court is of the view that no fruitful purpose would be served by keeping the

accused behind the bars. Accordingly, bail application is allowed and accused Arjun

is admitted to court bail on furnishing his personal bond in the sum of Rs. 25,000/-

with one surety in the like amount. With these observation, application is disposed of.

Copy of order be uploaded and sent to all as per circular no. 2204-2221/D

& S J, Shahdara/KKD/ Delhi dated 20.04.2020.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020

Certificate:

The proceedings are conducted through Video-conferencing CISCO Webex interface.
Audio as well as video was clear throughout the proceedings and the connectivity
was also proper throughout the proceedings.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020



State Vs. Satish
E-FIR No. 000328/2020

PS GTB Enclave
U/s 379/411 IPC

23.09.2020

File  is  taken up today on an application  for  bail  is  filed  on behalf  of  applicant  /
accused Satish

Present:- Mr. Ritender Singh, Ld. APP for State.(On WebEx)
Mr. Rajesh Singh, Ld. Counsel for applicant. (On WebEx)
IO / HC Pramod in person. (On WebEx)

Court proceedings have been conducted through video conferencing,

CISCO Webex interface.

IO has already filed reply to the bail application. Copy already supplied.

Heard. Record perused. 

Considering the overall facts and circumstances of the case and that

accused is no more required for the custodial  interrogation and charge-sheet has

already been filed in the present case and that no further recovery is to be effected

from the accused and accused is in JC since 24.07.2020, so this court is of the view

that no fruitful purpose would be served by keeping the accused behind the bars.

Accordingly, bail application is allowed and accused Satish is admitted to court bail

on furnishing his personal bond in the sum of Rs. 25,000/- with one surety in the like

amount. With these observation, application is disposed of. 

Copy of order be uploaded and sent to all as per circular no. 2204-2221/D

& S J, Shahdara/KKD/ Delhi dated 20.04.2020.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020
Certificate:

The proceedings are conducted through Video-conferencing CISCO Webex interface.
Audio as well as video was clear throughout the proceedings and the connectivity
was also proper throughout the proceedings.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020



State Vs. Rihan
FIR No. 237/2020
PS GTB Enclave

U/s 25/54/59 of Arms Act & 102 Cr. PC
23.09.2020

File  is  taken up today on an application  for  bail  is  filed  on behalf  of  applicant  /
accused Rihan

Present:- Mr. Ritender Singh, Ld. APP for State.(On WebEx)
Mr. Manoj Kumar, Ld. Counsel for applicant. (On WebEx)
IO / HC Sanjeev Tomar in person. (On WebEx)

Court proceedings have been conducted through video conferencing,

CISCO Webex interface.

IO has already filed reply to the bail application. Copy already supplied.

Heard. Record perused. 

Considering the overall  facts and circumstances of the case and the

gravity and nature of the offences and the manner of commission of the offence,

therefore, no ground for grant of bail  is made out. Accordingly, the application for

grant of bail of accused Rihan is dismissed.

Copy of order be uploaded and sent to all as per circular no. 2204-2221/D

& S J, Shahdara/KKD/ Delhi dated 20.04.2020.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020

Certificate:

The proceedings are conducted through Video-conferencing CISCO Webex interface.
Audio as well as video was clear throughout the proceedings and the connectivity
was also proper throughout the proceedings.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020



State Vs. Virender Sehbag
FIR No. 247/2020
PS GTB Enclave

U/s 25/54/59 of Arms Act 
23.09.2020

File  is  taken up today on an application  for  bail  is  filed  on behalf  of  applicant  /
accused Virender Sehbag

Present:- Mr. Ritender Singh, Ld. APP for State.(On WebEx)
Mr. Durgesh Kr. Dwivedi, Ld. Counsel for applicant. (On WebEx)
IO / HC Neeraj Malik in person. (On WebEx)

Court proceedings have been conducted through video conferencing,

CISCO Webex interface.

IO has already filed reply to the bail application. Copy already supplied.

Heard. Record perused. 

Considering the overall facts and circumstances of the case and that

accused is no more required for the custodial  interrogation and charge-sheet has

already been filed in the present case and that no further recovery is to be effected

from the accused and accused is in JC since 15.07.2020, so this court is of the view

that no fruitful purpose would be served by keeping the accused behind the bars.

Accordingly, bail application is allowed and accused Virender Sehbag is admitted to

court bail on furnishing his personal bond in the sum of Rs. 25,000/- with one surety

in the like amount. With these observation, application is disposed of. 

Copy of order be uploaded and sent to all as per circular no. 2204-2221/D

& S J, Shahdara/KKD/ Delhi dated 20.04.2020.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020
Certificate:

The proceedings are conducted through Video-conferencing CISCO Webex interface.
Audio as well as video was clear throughout the proceedings and the connectivity
was also proper throughout the proceedings.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020



FIR No. 241/2020
PS  GTB Enclave

State Vs. Zahid Malik
U/s 379/382/411/413/414/34 IPC

23.09.2020

An application for releasing of jamatalashi articles is filed on behalf of applicant

Zahid Malik

Present:- Mr. Ritender Singh, Ld. APP for State.(On WebEx)
Mr. Aabid Ujer, Ld. Counsel for applicant. (On WebEx)

Court proceedings have been conducted through video conferencing,

CISCO Webex interface.

IO has already filed reply to the application. Copy supplied.

Submissions heard and report perused.  It is stated in the report that

I.O.  has no objection  if  the  articles  seized  as per  personal  search memo be

released to the Applicant.  Application is allowed and the jamatalshi  articles as

mentioned in the personal search memo be released to the applicant. 

Copy of order be uploaded and sent to all  as per circular no. 2204-

2221/D & S J, Shahdara/KKD/ Delhi dated 20.04.2020.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020

Certificate:

The  proceedings  were  conducted  through Video  Conferencing  CISCO Webex
interface. Audio as well as video was clear throughout the proceedings and the
connectivity was also proper throughout the proceedings. 

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020



E-FIR No. 002049/2020
PS  GTB Enclave

State Vs. Unknown

23.09.2020

Present:- Mr. Ritender Singh, Ld. APP for State.(On WebEx)
Mr.Vijendra Kr. Singh, Ld. Counsel for applicant. (On WebEx)

Court proceedings have been conducted through video conferencing,

CISCO Webex interface.

IO has already filed reply to the application. Copy supplied.

In view of report of IO, let court notice be issued to registered owner

Manoj Kumar through IO / SHO concerned returnable on 06.10.2020.

Copy of order be uploaded and sent to all  as per circular no. 2204-

2221/D & S J, Shahdara/KKD/ Delhi dated 20.04.2020.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020

Certificate:

The  proceedings  were  conducted  through Video  Conferencing  CISCO Webex
interface. Audio as well as video was clear throughout the proceedings and the
connectivity was also proper throughout the proceedings. 

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020



ID No. 3013/19
Gurdev Kaur Vs. Ramesh Kumar

23.09.2020

An  application  for  preponing  the  case  /  mater  and  taking  memorandum  of

understanding executed between the parties is moved on behalf of applicant /

complainant 

Present:- None. 

Court proceedings have been conducted through video conferencing,

CISCO Webex interface.

Despite  several  calls,  none  has  appeared  on  behalf  of  applicant,

therefore, put up with file on date fixed i.e. 17.10.2020.

Copy of order be uploaded and sent to all as per circular no. 2204-

2221/D & S J, Shahdara/KKD/ Delhi dated 20.04.2020.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020



ID No. 3014/19
Gurdev Kaur Vs. Ramesh Kumar

23.09.2020

An  application  for  preponing  the  case  /  mater  and  taking  memorandum  of

understanding executed between the parties is moved on behalf of applicant /

complainant 

Present:- None. 

Court proceedings have been conducted through video conferencing,

CISCO Webex interface.

Despite  several  calls,  none  has  appeared  on  behalf  of  applicant,

therefore, put up with file on date fixed i.e. 17.10.2020.

Copy of order be uploaded and sent to all as per circular no. 2204-

2221/D & S J, Shahdara/KKD/ Delhi dated 20.04.2020.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020



FIR No. 14803/2020
PS  GTB Enclave

State Vs. Not Known
U/s 379/411 IPC

23.09.2020

An application for release of vehicle No. DL-7SBT-4073 is filed on behalf of
applicant Amit Verma

Present:- Mr. Ritender Singh, Ld. APP for State.(On WebEx)
Mr. S. N. Sharma, Ld. Counsel for applicant. (On WebEx)

Court  proceedings  have  been  conducted  through  video

conferencing, CISCO Webex interface.

IO has already filed reply to the application. Copy supplied.

Submission heard and report perused. As per report of IO, he has

no objection if the vehicle is released on superdari.

In  these  circumstances,  the  aforesaid  vehicle  bearing  no.

DL-7SBT-4073 be released to the registered owner subject to the following

conditions:

1. Vehicle  bearing  no.  DL-7SBT-4073 in  question  be  released to  its

registered owner only subject to furnishing of bond in the sum of Rs. 20,000/-

to the satisfaction of concerned SHO/IO;

2. That  the  registered  owner  will  not  sell  the  same  without  prior

permission of the court and shall produce the same as and when required in

court;

3. IO shall  prepare punchnama also meeting the colour, appearance,

Engine number, Chasis registered owner and other necessary details of the

vehicle;

4. IO  shall  take  the  coloured  photographs  of  the  said  vehicle  from

different  angles  and  also  of  the  engine  number  the  chasis  number  of  the

vehicle;

Contd../-



-2-

5. The  photographs  should  be  attested  and  counter  signed  by  the

complainant, accused and the owner;

6. The IO shall get the videography of the said vehicle done in such a

manner  that  the  colour,  appearance,  Engine  number  and  chasis  number,

dimensions of the vehicle are clearly visible;

7. IO shall get the said vehicle value from a proper valuer and shall take

a valuation report in this regard from the valuer.

Copy of order be uploaded and sent to all as per circular no. 2204-

2221/D & S J, Shahdara/KKD/ Delhi dated 20.04.2020.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020

Certificate:

The  proceedings  were  conducted  through Video  Conferencing  CISCO Webex
interface. Audio as well as video was clear throughout the proceedings and the
connectivity was also proper throughout the proceedings. 

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020



FIR No. 037043/2019
PS  GTB Enclave

State Vs. Not Known
U/s 379 IPC

23.09.2020

An application for release of vehicle No. DL-7SBM-0241 is filed on behalf of
applicant Ramji Lal

Present:- Mr. Ritender Singh, Ld. APP for State.(On WebEx)
Mr. Rahul Meena, Ld. Counsel for applicant. (On WebEx)

Court  proceedings  have  been  conducted  through  video

conferencing, CISCO Webex interface.

IO has already filed reply to the application. Copy supplied.

Submission heard and report perused. As per report of IO, he has

no objection if the vehicle is released on superdari.

In  these  circumstances,  the  aforesaid  vehicle  bearing  no.

DL-7SBM-0241 be released to the registered owner subject to the following

conditions:

1. Vehicle bearing no.  DL-7SBM-0241 in question be released to  its

registered owner only subject to furnishing of bond in the sum of Rs. 20,000/-

to the satisfaction of concerned SHO/IO;

2. That  the  registered  owner  will  not  sell  the  same  without  prior

permission of the court and shall produce the same as and when required in

court;

3. IO shall  prepare punchnama also meeting the colour, appearance,

Engine number, Chasis registered owner and other necessary details of the

vehicle;

4. IO  shall  take  the  coloured  photographs  of  the  said  vehicle  from

different  angles  and  also  of  the  engine  number  the  chasis  number  of  the

vehicle;

Contd../-



-2-

5. The  photographs  should  be  attested  and  counter  signed  by  the

complainant, accused and the owner;

6. The IO shall get the videography of the said vehicle done in such a

manner  that  the  colour,  appearance,  Engine  number  and  chasis  number,

dimensions of the vehicle are clearly visible;

7. IO shall get the said vehicle value from a proper valuer and shall take

a valuation report in this regard from the valuer.

Copy of order be uploaded and sent to all as per circular no. 2204-

2221/D & S J, Shahdara/KKD/ Delhi dated 20.04.2020.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020

Certificate:

The  proceedings  were  conducted  through Video  Conferencing  CISCO Webex
interface. Audio as well as video was clear throughout the proceedings and the
connectivity was also proper throughout the proceedings. 

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020



E-FIR No. 000287/2020
PS GTB Enclave

U/s 379 IPC
State Vs. Unknown

23.09.2020

An application  for  release of  mobile  phone Vivo  Y-91 is  filed  on  behalf  of

applicant Pooja

Present:- Mr. Ritender Singh, Ld. APP for State.(On WebEx)

Mr. Arif Liyaquat, Ld. Counsel for applicant. (On WebEx)

Court  proceedings  have  been  conducted  through  video

conferencing,  CISCO Webex interface.

IO has already filed reply to the application. Copy supplied.

Submission heard and report perused. As per report of IO, he has

no objection if the mobile phone is released on superdari.

In these circumstances, the aforesaid mobile phone be released to

the registered owner subject to the following conditions:

1. Mobile phone in question be released to its registered owner only

subject to furnishing of bond in the sum of Rs. 10,000/- to the satisfaction of

concerned SHO/IO;

2. That the applicant shall not sell of or otherwise dispose of the said

mobile number without the prior permission of the court and shall produce the

said mobile phone as and when directed by the court;

3. IO shall  prepare punchnama also meeting the colour, appearance,

number, registered owner and other necessary details of the mobile phone;

4. IO shall take the coloured photographs of the said mobile phone from

different sides and also of the IMEI and SIM number of the said phone;

5. The  photographs  should  be  attested  and  counter  signed  by  the

complainant, accused and the owner;

Contd../-



-2-

6. The IO shall get the videography of the said mobile phone done in

such a manner that the colour, appearance, IMEI number and SIM number of

the phone is clearly visible;

7. IO shall get the said mobile phone value from a proper valuer and

shall take a valuation report in this regard from the valuer;

8. The expenses for photography, videography and the valuation shall

be done at the expenses of the rightful owner;

9. IO shall keep on record the copy of the bill / invoice with respect to

the purchase of the said mobile phone and shall also keep the document of

ownership of the mobile phone.

Copy of order be uploaded and sent to all as per circular no. 2204-

2221/D & S J, Shahdara/KKD/ Delhi dated 20.04.2020.

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020

Certificate:

The proceedings were conducted through Video Conferencing CISCO Webex
interface. Audio as well as video was clear throughout the proceedings and the
connectivity was also proper throughout the proceedings. 

(Snigdha Sarvaria)
                       MM-01/SHD/KKD/Delhi.

23.09.2020


